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GPS-Aided 3D Modeling Two Millennia Later

Virtual Archeology Turns
Clock Back to Uncover
Secrets of Ancient Rome
A
n Indiana University (IU) archeo-informaticist has used GPS-based virtual simulations to flip the calendar back thousands of
years and show, for the first time, the historical significance of the unique alignment of the
sun with two monuments tied to the founder
of the Roman Empire.
For nearly a half-century, scholars had
associated the relationship between the Ara
Pacis, the “Altar of Peace” dedicated in 9 B.C.
to then-emperor Augustus, and the Obelisk
of Montecitorio — a 71-foot-high granite
obelisk Augustus brought to Rome from Egypt
— with Augustus’ September 23 birthday. The
two sites were parallel and adjacent to what

was at the time the major road, the Via Flabrate the peace brought to the Roman Empire
minia, leading from Rome over the Apennine
through Augustus’ military victories.
Mountains to the coast of the Adriatic Sea.
Virtual Archeology continued on page 14
Prevailing
research had found
that on this date,
the shadow of the
obelisk — serving as the pointer,
or gnomon, of a
giant sundial on
the plaza floor
— would point
toward the middle
of the Ara Pacis.
The Roman Senate
had commissioned
construction of this
Virtual view of Augustus’ Altar of Peace and the Obelisk of Montecitorio, background,
as seen from the Via Flaminia, the ancient road from Rome to the Adriatic Sea.
monument to cele-
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roliferation, ubiquity, policy.
Those topics provided three points of entry
to the theme of this year’s plenary session
at the ION International Technical Meeting
(ITM): “The Pervasive Nature of Navigation
and Timing in the Modern Technological
World.”
Held in San Diego, California, in January,
the event featured these speakers: Peter Large,
vice-president for channel development and
an executive committee member at Trimble
Navigation; Dr. Terry Moore, a professor of
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engineering and director of the Nottingham
Geospatial Institute (NGI) at the University
of Nottingham; and Anita Eisenstadt, the
senior State Department representative at the
National Coordination Office for Space-Based
Positioning & Timing (PNT).
Addressing the subject of “GNSS: A Marvel
of Technology, Adoption, and Serendipity,”
Large sketched the evolution of satellite navigation from Sputnik, through Transit (Navy
Navigation Satellite System), to the early years
ION ITM 2014 continued on page 8
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From the ion President

Patricia Doherty

2014: A Year of Changes

W

e can all agree that this past year has
been worrisome, with uncertain government budgets and limited travel capacity for
many of our members. However, through
this time, ION has been able to maintain the
majority of our meeting programs, membership
services and our financial stability.
As I reflect on my first year as ION president, I think of all of the volunteers and members of the ION National Office staff who are the
driving force that fosters the ION’s remarkable
success.

Thank You to Outgoing Officers and
Welcome to New ION Officers
I would like to thank all the outgoing Council
members who selflessly gave of their time and
talents over the past number of years. Similarly,
I would like to welcome all the recently elected
and appointed ION officers who have willingly
volunteered to actively contribute this next year
(see page 21 for this year’s election results).
The ION Council had an opportunity to
meet immediately prior to the start of January’s
International Technical Meeting (ITM) in San
Diego. During the meeting, Council reviewed
a proposal to establish a GNSS software radio
metadata standard, conducted annual business,
and reviewed the accomplishments of the past
year. Below are some of the highlights.

ION ITM and ION PTTI to be Co-Located
in January 2016
ION hosted the Precise Time and Time Interval
(PTTI) Systems and Applications Meeting for
the first time, December 2-5, 2013 in Bellevue,
Washington.
The objectives of PTTI are to: 1) disseminate and coordinate PTTI information at the
user level, 2) review present and future PTTI
requirements, 3) inform government and
industry engineers, technicians, and managers
of precise time and frequency technology and
its problems, 4) provide an opportunity for an
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active exchange of new technology associated
with PTTI, and 5) provide an opportunity for
PTTI professionals to benefit from other ION
programs, including ION membership and participation in technical events.
ION PTTI 2013 was a success. There were
138 technical attendees present to listen to 57
technical presentations on timing, and network
with 21 exhibiting companies. I would like to
thank Francine Vannicola, PTTI General Chair,
and Peter Cash, PTTI Program Chair, for organizing this international timing event.
I’ve recently returned from ITM, held
January 27-29, 2014 at the Catamaran Hotel
in San Diego, California, and wish to thank
Mr. Tim Murphy, the ITM Program Chair, and
Dr. Sherman Lo, the ITM General Chair, for
a fantastic technical program. I would also
like to acknowledge the group of deserving
individuals that were recognized during the
meeting with the Institute’s lifetime achievement awards and ION Fellow designation (see
pages 10-11 for this year’s elected Fellows and
annual award recipients). It was a great honor
to present these awards to a group of such
esteemed colleagues.
To further ION’s reach to the entire positioning, navigation, and timing community, it
was announced at the Council meeting that
ION’s ITM meeting and ION’s PTTI meeting will
be co-located beginning in January 2016 at a
California location. Registrants of each meeting
will be free to attend the three ITM technical
navigation and positioning tracks as well as
one PTTI timing track. The co-located meetings will share combined proceedings, a joint
exhibit hall and shared social functions.

ION Technical Meeting Programs
Reviewed and Updated
The Satellite Division has made some changes
to the organization of the ION GNSS+ 2014
technical program. This year’s program is
organized into six tracks: Commercial,
2
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Applications, Innovations, Advanced Multisensor Navigation, Advanced Algorithms and Methods, and Systems Updates and Modernization.
The final paper submission requirements
for each track differ depending on the track.
For example, in the Commercial and Applications tracks, presentations are required and
full papers are optional, while in other academic-oriented tracks, a new option exists for
peer review of full papers. The popular panel
sessions will be incorporated into each of the
tracks. Please see the ION’s website <www.ion.
org> for additional information. ION GNSS+
2014 abstracts are due by March 7.
Additionally, the ION’s Technical Committee
(chaired by executive vice president Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska) reported on the action
given to them at the Council’s September 2013
meeting to review the abstract/paper review
guidelines for ITM, with the goal of improving the quality of the ION’s most academically
focused meeting.
Council accepted the Technical Committee’s proposal that the ITM program require
a full technical paper review for the final
determination of which papers are allocated
to a primary versus an alternate presentation
slot in the onsite program. Full paper reviews
will ensure a consistently high quality technical
program and ensure that the papers contain

new and significant information to justify
publication.

ION to Establish a GNSS Software
Radio Metadata Standard
Dr. Sanjeev Gunawardena has agreed to chair
a committee for ION to establish a voluntary
GNSS Software Radio Metadata (SRD) Standard, with the goal of ensuring compatibility
and interoperability of future SRD systems.
Over the next several weeks, Dr. Gunawardena will establish the objective for
the standard, provide terms of reference,
propose committee membership of software
radio experts that will include qualified
representatives from academia, industry and
government, and outline the standards setting
process that will include public comment,
review procedures, and steps to ensure objectivity and lack of bias. We are sure to hear
more about this activity throughout the year.

Congratulations to Team “Redblade”
I would like to congratulate the students from
Miami University (Ohio) team “Redblade,”
who recently won the ION Satellite Division’s
fourth annual ION Autonomous Snowplow
Competition, held January 23-26, 2014 during the Saint Paul Winter Carnival in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

The competition challenged teams to
design, build, and operate a fully autonomous
snowplow using state of the art navigation and
control technologies to rapidly, accurately and
safely clear a designated path of snow. Miami’s
Redblade had placed second in the event during the last two years.
Redblade’s multifunctional robot serves as
a lawnmower, snowplow and obstacle course
navigator; its sensor suite included: DGPS,
IMU, wheel encoders, touch sensors, LIDAR
and Stereo Vision. See page 18 for more
information. Thank you to all the dedicated
Snowplow Committee volunteers that made
this opportunity possible for the upcoming
generation of PNT professionals.

Goals for 2014
ION continues to look for new ways to
promote ION membership and increase our
visibility through participation at other PNT
industry conferences and events.
ION also continues to work with Wiley
and Dr. Boris Pervan, publisher and editor
of NAVIGATION, towards having our journal
indexed in The Web of Science.
I look forward to serving the Institute as
president again during the year ahead!

PTTI

PRECISE TIME & TIME INTERVAL SYSTEMS & APPLICATIONS MEETING

T

he 45th annual Precise Time and Time
Interval (PTTI) Systems and Applications
Meeting took place in Bellevue, Washington,
December 2-5, 2013 gathering the world’s
precise timing experts. The meeting was
chaired by Francine Vannicola (NRL) and Peter Cash (Microsemi). A commercial exhibit
included 21 companies. This was the first
meeting held under ION sponsorship.
ION PTTI 2013 kicked off on Monday, December 2 with a tutorials session, organized
by Angela McKinley (USNO), and included
presentations relevant for those new to the
ION Newsletter

time and frequency community. The session
included the following topics: Introduction
to Precise Time and Frequency, Time and
Frequency Transfer, Time Scales, Introduction
to Atomic Clocks, Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) and Interoperability, and
IEEE 1588: The Precision Time Protocol – an
Overview.
The Distinguished PTTI Service Award was
presented to Mr. Martin Bloch (Frequency
Electronics, Inc.) for being a leader in the
PTTI community for over 50 years, supplying
crystal, rubidium, and cesium clocks that flew
3

on the Timation, GPS Blocks I/II/IIA, MILSTAR
and the Advanced Extremely High Frequency
satellite systems. Mr. Bloch has also contributed to programs requiring crystal clocks for
numerous civil and military satellite timing
systems, and has been a strong supporter of
the PTTI meeting.
CAPT Brian Connon, U.S. Naval Observatory Superintendent and DoD PTTI Manager,
opened the meeting on Tuesday, December 3,
reflecting on 45 years of the PTTI, where the
objectives in 1969 have survived and thrived
into the 21st century, as requirements for
Winter 2013-2014

PTTI 2013 Summary continued from page 3

timing continue to push technology forward.
The address highlighted that the PTTI meeting
consistently showcases the most advanced
timing technologies and time transfer techniques, and the continued importance of PTTI
to users around the world.
Peter Cash (Microsemi) served as the PTTI
program chair and assembled a technical
program that encompassed the many aspects
of PTTI. The technical sessions were held
December 3-5 and included:
• P TTI Time and Frequency Laboratory
Activity updates; Advanced Atomic Frequency Standards Applications; PTTI in
Space; State of the Art GNSS Metrology and
Applications; Network Applications (IEEE1588, eLoran, NTP); Time and Frequency

Transfer Applications from Milliseconds
to Picoseconds; High Performance Time
and Frequency Transfer via Fiber; Time
Scales and Algorithms; and Next Generation PTTI Applications that included updates on the GPS Block IIF satellite clocks
performance and Galileo timekeeping
and dissemination.
• A GNSS panel discussion provided
updates on the various GNSS deployments
and how each system will impact PTTI
applications and performance, as well as
using multiple systems for timing applications.
The 46th PTTI Systems and Applications
Meeting will be held at The Seaport Hotel
in Boston, Massachusetts, December 1-4,
2014. 

Winner of the
PTTI Distinguished
Service Award:
Mr. Martin B. Bloch,
Frequency Electronics, Inc.
For being a leader in
the PTTI community for
over 50 years; supplying
crystal, rubidium, and
cesium clocks that flew
on Timation, GPS Blocks
I/II/IIA, MILSTAR, and
AEHF; for crystal clocks
and timing systems for numerous civil and military
satellites; and for being a strong supporter of the
PTTI meeting. Mr. Bloch has been the chief executive officer at Frequency Electronics Inc. since 1999
and has been its president since 1961 where he
has been engaged in the manufacture and sale of
time and frequency control products for commercial communications applications.

RNT Foundation Created
New nonprofit promotes global resilient navigation and timing.

O

n the 14th of August 2013 the State of
Virginia approved articles of incorporation for the Resilient Navigation and Timing
Foundation, Inc. (RNT Foundation), to operate
as a 501(c)(3) charity working to “…lessen
the burdens of government, protect critical infrastructure, support first responders,
foster new technologies and applications, and
promote public interest in resilient navigation
and timing.”
Dana A. Goward, President and Executive
Director of the RNT Foundation recently retired
from a Senior Executive Service position with
the U.S. Coast Guard as Director, Marine Transportation Systems. Mr. Goward acted as the
nation’s maritime navigation authority and led
delegations to several international organizations. A retired Captain, he served with the
Coast Guard for over 40 years in uniform and
as a civilian.
In an interview Goward said “Every nation
needs multiple, and complementary services to
help ensure navigation and timing signals are
available whenever and wherever needed. They
are essential to nearly every facet of our lives.”
Educating the public and government leaders
about the importance of navigation and timing,
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and the strengths of having multiple systems is
the main goal of the RNT Foundation.
Mr. Martin Faga, former CEO of MITRE
Corporation and a past Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force, is the foundation’s vice president.
He observed that “The issues the foundation
is dealing with are important to ensuring the
safety and security of our nation and the world.
Our society has become dependent on navigation and timing systems, requiring a robust
backup to our primary Global Navigation Space
Systems, like GPS and others.”
The foundation describes it goals as:
Healthy, Balanced Navigation and Timing
Eco-Systems
Users need and should have access to multiple
sources for navigation and timing that have
different failure modes. Critical infrastructure
should be required to have sources such that,
in the event of a 30-day outage of one source,
continuity of operations with proof of time and
location would remain assured.
Improved Prevention, Detection and
Punishment of Jamming and Spoofing
Jamming and spoofing events could result
in massive loss of life and severe economic
disruption. Possession and use of jamming and
4

spoofing devices should be criminalized (at
present there is no penalty for possession, and
use of such devices is only a civil violation), a
national detection system should be established,
and sufficient enforcement resources should be
provided.
A High Power, Resilient Terrestrial
Augment to GPS
Building a high power, highly resilient, wide
area terrestrial navigation and timing system,
as the federal government decided to do in
2008 with eLoran, would be the best possible
deterrent to jamming and spoofing and enable
resilience for critical infrastructure in the event
of GPS outages. Such a system would best be
built and operated in partnership between the
federal government (owner of unused suitable
infrastructure) and the private sector (source
of investment and innovation).
The foundation also recognizes that all nations require resilient navigation and timing to
help protect their critical infrastructure. As
it is able, the RNT Foundation will also assist
international organizations and other nations
to make navigation and timing more resilient
around the globe.
Learn more at RNTFnd.org 
Winter 2013-2014

Migration 101

Ibises, Aerodynamics, and Tracking Technology
Teaching endangered ibises to navigate an ancient route

I

t’s been 300 years since the Northern Bald
Ibis was hunted into extinction in Central
Europe.
The migratory birds, called “Waldrapp” in
German, used to fly from breeding grounds in
Austria to winter in Italy (sweet!) each year.
Each generation of young birds learned the
migration route from older ones, and so it went.
Today, the birds are critically endangered
worldwide. For 10 years, scientists in Austria,
Germany and Italy have been studying how
to reintroduce birds hatched in zoos to their
ancestral homes. But captive ibises don’t know
the ancestral routes and who’s going to teach
them?
Humans, it turns out.
For 10 years, a number of H. sapiens from
Waldrappteam, an Ibis conservation project,
have been fostering chicks in Austria, then leading them on a 600-mile journey over the Alps
with microlight aircraft to Tuscany.
They have taught a new generation of ibises
the route nearly every year since then. The process of imprinting each hatchling on a particular
human, raising it to survive as a competent
carnivorous bird and training it to follow the
microlight on a monthlong trip is a fascinating
story in itself.
The fact that several flocks have re-established themselves — although they are still prey
to hunters — is even more impressive.
Waldrappteam researchers say that once a
bird has made the trip successfully, it can roam
freely. When it is three years old, it returns to
Austria for breeding. New fledglings can then
join experienced flocks and learn the way back
to Tuscany “the natural way.”
Interestingly enough, even birds on their
maiden flights naturally fell into a V-shaped fly-

Waldrappteam member Johannes Fritz with ibis.
Photo by WAZA conservation project.
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ing pattern. Human foster parents didn’t have to
teach them.
Why? You might well ask. . . .

Aerodynamics of the Flying V
Humans have been fascinated by the V-shaped
pattern of migratory birds in flight for a long
time. UK scientists from the Royal Veterinary
College worked with Waldrappteam to study the
question with their Ibis flocks and discovered
that birds strategically position themselves for
maximum aerodynamic advantage.

In their press release, the University of London
Structure and Motion laboratory that developed
the tracking device said, “It was how and when
the birds flapped their wings [that] provided the
most interesting result and revealed the mechanism by which birds in a V formation can make
use of upwash.”
They said the birds phase their wing beats and
create wing-tip path coherence between individuals that maximizes upwash capture through
the flap cycle. The birds that fly behind exhibit
spatial anti-phasing of wing beats creating no

Northern Bald Ibises in flight, flapping their wings in a wave pattern. Photo by Markus Unsöld,Waldrappteam.

Researchers mounted custom-made data loggers with high-accuracy GPS synchronized with
an accelerometer on the backs of 14 juvenile
ibises. The devices recorded the relative position
in the V and the wing flap of each bird five times
a second during 43 minutes of flight.
The ibises had to be trained with dummy loggers on their backs during a month of training
flights. The birds weigh between 35 and 46 ounces and the devices weighed less than 1 ounce,
light enough not to change their flight behavior.
Still, each had enough battery power for a day’s
flight, plus a gyroscope, magnetometer, memory
card, and microcontroller. The loggers captured 180,000 wing beats over the course of the
research.
In analyzing the data, the researchers found
that birds precisely phase wing flaps during flight
for the maximum benefit of the flock, something
no one thought birds could do.
5

wing-tip path coherence and avoiding areas of
downwash.”
The researchers concluded that the intricate
mechanisms involved in V formation flight indicate awareness of the spatial wake structures of
nearby flock-mates, and remarkable ability either
to sense or predict it.
Theoretical engineering models had hinted at
this ability before, but it had never before been
recorded in birds and was assumed to be too
complex for them to perform.
The findings were published as the cover story
in the January 16, 2014, issue of Nature. 
Download an animation of part of the ibis
flight, taken from GPS logger data at:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v505/
n7483/fig_tab/nature12939_SV1.html
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Volunteered Geographic Information

Crowdsourcing the National Map
S

ometimes you need the
experts, and sometimes
you need the view from the
ground. Sometimes you simply need volunteers to finish
a big job in the minimum
amount of time.
The U.S. Geological
Survey put out a call for
such volunteers in 2011 to
help with the daunting task
of checking the “structures”
data layer in the web-based
National Map. The agency
wanted dozens of eyes to
add previously unmapped
community buildings
and landmarks, remove
structures that had been
torn down, update buildings
whose use had changed, and
label marked structures as
correct.
The National Map is a
public domain — online,
seamless, continually maintained, nationally consistent
set of base geographic data
that you can use in hundreds
of different ways.
Unexpectedly for the
USGS, the project became
wildly popular — so popular that, as of last December,
1,200 rank and file citizens
in all 50 states had made
25,000 additions and corrections to spatial map data
on public-access buildings
Online guide for volunteers
and features.
“The number of points
and California-based GIS mapping softcontributed and edited by volunteers is
ware company ESRI. It’s a GIS applicaincredible,” said Director Kari Craun of the
tion — a web-enabled portal to all of the
National Geospatial Technical Operations
geospatial information in the National
Center.
Map. The 15,000+ topographic maps
The term for this map crowdsourcing is
of the United States, updated every three
“volunteered geographic information” or
years, are another popular product.
VGI. It wouldn’t have been possible 10 years
The National Map database has eight
ago, but new positioning technologies and
layers: transportation, structures, land
georeferencing techniques, social networking
cover, geographic names, boundaries,
sites, and map-based Internet platforms make
elevation, orthoimagery (georeferenced
it easy for hundreds of people to participate.
aerial photographs), and a layer showing
One of the products related to the National
surface water using the national hydrogMap and available from the USGS include the
raphy and watershed boundary datasets.
map viewer jointly developed by the agency
ION Newsletter
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Each of the dots on the map represents a volunteer edit by
the National Map Corps.
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mercial aggregating web sites such as Manta,
local business directory, hometown locator, and
the like. Online yellow pages, say the USGS, can
only be used as a last resort.
Once you have edited at least 25 points, you
get a prize: a recognition badge called the Order
of the Surveyor’s Chain. A new tab appears in
the editor called “Peer Review Editor.” You’re
no longer a raw recruit — now you’re a trusted
volunteer who can check the work of others.
This peer review step “has been shown to greatly
increase the accuracy and quality of the data
ultimately submitted to The National Map,” says
the USGS.
This volunteer project is perhaps not as
simple as the USGS advertises in its press
releases, but it’s a useful task that wouldn’t have
happened anytime soon without lots of volunteers. You will log off with a clear heart, the
assurance you have done a good deed for The
Nation . . . and the relief you’ll feel knowing that
the old county hospital they tore down to make
way for a Walmart has finally been removed from
the National Map. 
National Map Corps editing screen showing the Pacific Coast village of Yachats, Oregon.

The “structures” dataset was created to help
emergency planners and homeland security. It’s
a natural for crowdsourced editing.

How It Works

characters long. After you sign up, it takes a
while to receive an email confirmation that
allows you to log on and start work.
Once you log on, you may have to wander
through some pages that appear to duplicate
information and commands. The key thing to
remember is the warning you will undoubtedly
see: “Before editing, we strongly recommend
familiarizing yourself with the user guides.”
Take that counsel seriously. This is the spot:
<http://navigator.er.usgs.gov/help/vgistructures_userguide.html>.
It takes a bit of healthy journalistic skepticism to do the job, because you must make
sure any information that you contribute comes
from a reliable and current source. This can be
a personal visit or a visit to an official website
or a telephone call to a municipal authority.
But it can’t be a blog, search engine, or com-

Key URLs
The National Map Corps
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/display/nationalmapcorps/Home

The National Map Corps — that’s the name of
this volunteer effort — boasts that anyone with
an Internet connection and a few free hours can
USGS Public Portal
help out. You don’t need to live near any of the
http://www.usgs.gov/
features you edit. You can use your computer,
your telephone — and your feet, if you’re close
The National Map Viewer
enough to check out a site in person.
http://viewer.nationalmap.gov A GIS apThe special editing software that volunteers
plication, web enabled portal to all of the
use was co-developed by the USGS and Opengeospatial information in the National Map
StreetMap, a wiki for creating a free, editable
map of the world. (The USGS editor has more
US Topo: <http://nationalmap.gov/ustopo>
controls than OpenStreetMap, of course, and a
firmer guarantee of accuracy.)
Some of the features are mildly clunky. If you
Google “National Map Corps,” for example, you get a slightly outdated page.
However, if you go to the link listed at
the end of this article, you’ll find a useful and up-to-date page, complete with
Twitter feeds with news and comments
by the volunteers.
Everyone who volunteers must create
an account to use the map editor. You
start at <https://navigator.er.usgs.gov/
login>. Way up in the right hand corner
is the “sign up” link. You must create a
password; the system doesn’t tell you,
National Map Corps volunteers earn rewards for the number of edits they complete. Here are the badges for Order of
the Surveyor’s Chain, Society of the Steel Tape, Pedometer Posse, and Theodolite Assemblage.
but the password must be at least eight
ION Newsletter
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Amazon Prime Air

Delivery via UAV: Taking the High Road
On December 1, 2013, Amazon CEO Jeff
Bezos announced on CBS’s “60 Minutes”
news show that his company is testing “octocopters,” a rotary-winged unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) with eight rotors that within
four or five years could be delivering packages in as little as half an hour after an online
purchase.
The UAVs being designed by the company’s
next-generation R&D lab for its Prime Air
project can handle loads of up to five pounds.
About 86 percent of Amazon deliveries would
fall within that weight restriction.
“It will work, and it will happen,” Bezos
said, “and it’s gonna be a lot of fun.”
In a series of “frequently asked questions”
or FAQs on its website, Amazon sketched out
its vision for UAV-augmented deliveries:
Q: Is this science fiction or is this real?
A: It looks like science fiction, but it’s real.
From a technology point of view, we’ll be
ready to enter commercial operations as soon
as the necessary regulations are in place. The

Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) is
actively working on rules
for unmanned
aerial vehicles.
Q: One day
we’ll see a fleet
of Prime Air
vehicles in the
sky?
A: Yes. One
day, Prime Air
vehicles will
be as normal as seeing mail trucks on the road
today.
Q: When will I be able to choose Prime Air as
a delivery option?
A: We hope the FAA’s rules will be in place as
early as sometime in 2015. We will be ready at
that time.
Q: How are you going to ensure public safety?

A: The FAA is actively working on rules and
an approach for unmanned aerial vehicles that
will prioritize public safety. Safety will be our
top priority, and our vehicles will be built with
multiple redundancies and designed to commercial aviation standards. 

ION ITM 2014 continued from page 1

of GPS, before quantifying the technology’s
astounding adoption by the world’s citizens.
A chart covering 40 years of “exponential
growth” showed the installed base of GNSS
receivers increasing by more than six orders of
magnitude, from 600 in 1974 to over a billion
in 2012.
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By last year, annual sales of receivers had
reached 900 million, based on data Large compiled from the U.S Industrial Outlook, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Frost & Sullivan, ABI Research,
Research & Markets, and others. Recent waypoints of 190 million in 2009 and 577 million
in 2011
reflected
the recent
spike in
sales based
on incorporation
into mobile
devices
and in-car
navigation
systems
as “GNSS
continues
to transform the
consumer
[and]
automotive
experience.”
8

“We have become as obsessed with our location as we are with the time,” Large said, adding
that innovations in “wearable” GNSS, such as a
GPS watch that he was sporting, had changed his
“whole opinion” about that category.
Looking ahead, Large cited several issues that
the GNSS community will face in the near future:
• multi-constellation GNSS and the risk of
regionalization — relying on one favored system rather than increasing interoperability;
• the need for augmentation to improve the
ubiquity of location and time;
• ubiquity of mapping and 3D modeling;
• autonomony — such as UAVs, land vehicles;
• continued adoption & integration: location
awareness, location-based services; and
• privacy.
Those topics included two that foreshadowed
the speakers who followed him.

PNT Everywhere
Dr. Moore followed Large at the podium with a
presentation entitled, “Ubiquitous Positioning: A
Pipe Dream or Reality?”
Glancing at his smartphone, he expressed
surprise at the fact that it was tracking eight GPS
and GLONASS satellites inside the conference
hall (which seemingly undercut his premise that
Winter 2013-2014

GNSS should not be the focus of R&D efforts to
create ubiquitous PNT due to GNSS’s unavailability in many environments).
While acknowledging the strides made in
bringing GNSS indoors, Moore described the
basic requirements for creating ubiquity in PNT
as a practical reality. It will need to incorporate
multiple low-cost sensors to ensure robust positioning based on different types of platforms, for
autonomous or cooperative navigation by single
or multiple users, respectively. This will require
manufacturers to design around a “plug-andplay” concept, he said.
Even more challenging than achieving this in
any given location would be the need to ensure
“seamless transitions” when transitioning
between different environments — from open
areas to partially obstructed and indoor locations, and vice versa. A typical scenario would
begin in the home, move to a car, travel to a car
park or rail station, and board a train with continuous positioning throughout.
Various tools and resources are available to
achieve this: more GNSS satellites and signals,
communications, WiFi, RFID, ultrawideband,
digital broadcasting, pseudolites, smaller and
cheaper inertial sensors, digital
mapping (outdoor & indoor),
and additional processing
power available on mobile
devices.
Moore quickly sketched
a couple of possible indoor
solutions, including WiFi “fingerprinting” that measures
signal strengths to all WiFi
access points (APs) in view and
matches measured these to a
database of APs. This might be
augmented by vision-aided techniques that employ the cameras
embedded in most cell phones.
ION Newsletter

The technique works
better indoors
where walls,
ceilings, and
furniture
most attenuate signals
because positioning accuracy comes
from signal
strength varying spatially.
Advanced
particle
filters help
make WiFi
fingerprinting possible;
however, the approach requires construction
of a database of locations as well as signal
strength measurements to all APs in view at a
particular facility.
Indoors where the technique works best,
however, generating databases is a slow process and raises issues of scalability and keeping the database current.
Given the current prices and capabilities of
these technologies and the state of the navigation art, Moore said that GNSS/inertial combinations offered a “clear synergy.” Moreover,
the inertial navigation system (INS) should
be the point of departure for innovation, not
GNSS.
“Traditionally, we have been trying to ‘fix’
GNSS to provide continuity,” Moore said.
“Now we’re saying, ‘Forget GNSS. Put inertial
at the center of our navigation philosophy and
then figure out how to bound the growth in
the INS error [caused by drift].’”
The main research challenges to achieve
this revolved around flexible software architecture, adaptive filtering/fusion of data,
and stochastic transitions between different
hybridizations.
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PNT Policy: IPR and Privacy
Proliferation and ubiquity of positioning technologies, which had mostly assumed a positive
aura in the first two speakers, gained a more
nuanced treatment in Anita Eisenstadt’s talk
on “Policy and Privacy Considerations in a
GPS World.”
The issue of UK patent claims that cover
new civil GPS signal designs had barely been
settled before concerns about location privacy
came to dominate the GNSS policy agenda.
A lawyer by training, Eisenstadt explored
the tension among the widespread use of
GNSS supported by a long-standing national
policy for open access to GPS signals, the
usefulness of geolocation data — both in the
aggregate and on an individual basis, and personal privacy rights.
Location data derived from GNSS and other
positioning technologies can be applied constructively for such things as urban planning,
epidemiology, and ecology studies as well as
commercial location-based services and applications, and security and law enforcement.
However, smartphones and automobile
sensors often transmit geolocation data automatically to third parties, which can disclose
significant information about an individual’s
activities and associations. Ensuring that such
data remain anonymous “is challenging in
today’s world when so much data is readily
available,” Eisenstadt pointed out.
“There’s not really a lot of law out there on
private use of location data,” she said, in part
because before GNSS and mobile communications technologies this was not generally
available.
Numerous bills are pending in Congress
that seek to clarify how personal location
information may be used while preventing
misuses of such information by law enforcement, private companies, and individuals.
Current bills under consideration include
the Geo-location Privacy and Surveillance Act
(GPS Act), the Online Communications and
Geo-location Protection Act, and the Location
Privacy Protection Act.
The focus of such legislation varies, Eisenstadt said, with some limited in scope to GPS
while others are broader covering position/
location technologies in general. Some measures would require consumer permission
or probable-cause warrants to disclose geolocation data to third parties.
“We need to continue to explore technical,
legal, and legislative approaches that enable
useful applications of GNSS and geo-location
data while protecting privacy interests,” Eisenstadt concluded. 
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients
Early Achievement Award

Tycho Brahe Award

Dr. Jacques Georgy

Dr. Mark Psiaki

For contributions to portable and indoor navigation
using MEMS inertial sensors on consumer devices.

For exceptional contributions to the theory
and practice of spacecraft attitude and orbit
determination and to the advancement of GNSS
algorithms for satellite navigation.

Superior Achievement Award

Thomas L. Thurlow Award

Captain Alexander Dufault
For his dedication as MC-130P Navigator in developing and executing new techniques, increasing the full
range employment and navigation prevision of the
MC-130P Combat Shadow.

For significant contributions to the
understanding of ionospheric effects on
navigation satellite signals, development of
several innovative signal processing algorithms
and dedication to navigation education.

Dr. Samuel M. Burka Award

Distinguished Service Award

Dr. Young Chang Lee

Mr. Ronald Braff

For his paper “New Advanced RAIM with Improved
Availability for Detecting Constellation-Wide Faults,
Using Two Independent Constellations” published in
the Spring 2013 issue of NAVIGATION, Journal of The
Institute of Navigation, Vol. 60, No. 1, pp. 71-83.

In recognition of over 24 years of service to NAVIGATION, The Journal of The Institute of Navigation.

Captain P.V.H. Weems Award

Special Recognition

Dr. Mikel Miller

GPS III SLR Implementation Team
Accepted by Mr. James J. Miller

For his contributions to the management and encouragement of advanced navigation research and
for his service to The Institute of Navigation.
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Dr. Yu (Jade) Morton

In grateful recognition for the multi-year effort to make
the implementation of laser retro-reflector on GPS III a
reality and enhance its performance and interoperability for generations to come.
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Welcome ION’s
Newest Fellows

lection to fellow membership recognizes the distinguished contributions
of The Institute of Navigation (ION) members to the advancement of the
technology, management, practice and teaching of the arts and sciences of
navigation; and/or for lifetime contributions to The Institute. Former members
of the ION who are not currently active members of the organization may
be elected to non-voting fellow membership. Election to honorary fellow
membership is authorized for members of other national institutes of navigation
who are qualified by their accomplishments for recognition as a fellow member.

Annual Award Nominations
Members are encouraged to submit
nominations for one or more of the
following annual awards given by The
Institute of Navigation for excellence in
navigation.
 Early Achievement Award —
for an individual early in his or her
career who has made an outstanding
achievement in the art and science of
navigation.
 Superior Achievement
Award — for individuals making
outstanding contributions to the
advancement of navigation.
 Captain P.V.H. Weems Award —
for continuing contributions to the art
and science of n avigation.
 Tycho Brahe Award — for
outstanding achievement in space
navigation.

NEWLY ELECTED ION FELLOWS:
Mr. Logan Scott (ION Fellow), Ms. Patricia Doherty (ION President), and
Dr. Mark Psiaki (ION Fellow). Not pictured: Prof. Peter Teunissen.

Dr. Mark Psiaki

For contributions to GNSS signal processing, software receivers, ionospheric
scintillation modeling, and for satellite orbit and attitude determination.

 Norman P. Hays Award —
for outstanding encouragement,
inspiration and support leading to the
advancement of navigation.
 Thomas Thurlow Award —
for outstanding contributions to the
science of navigation.

Mr. Logan Scott

Fellow Nominations

For contributions to GNSS signal processing, anti-jam antennas, anti-spoofing
measures, and crowd sourcing to locate jammers.

Prof. Peter Teunissen

For invention of the LAMBDA method, the current standard for integer ambiguity
resolution in GNSS carrier phase measurements, and for reliability theory of
integer estimation.

The ITM Program Committee was also honored during the Awards banquet:
Timothy Murphy, (ITM Program Chair), Ms. Patricia Doherty (ION President),
and Dr. Sherman Lo, (ITM General Chair).
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Official nomination forms, along
with brochures on the background and
purpose of each award, are available
from the ION National office by phone,
703-366-2723, or via the Web site at
www.ion.org. Nominations must be
received by October 15.
The awards and accompanying
engraved bronze plaques will be
presented at the ION International
Technical Meeting, January 26 – 28,
2015, in Dana Point, California. The
ION urges you to participate in the
nomination process so deserving
individuals from the navigation
community will receive appropriate
recognition.
In addition to the above awards,
the winner of the Samuel M. Burka
Award — for outstanding achievement
in the preparation of papers advancing
navigation and space guidance — as
chosen by the editorial panel of ION’s
Journal, NAVIGATION, will be honored.
Address correspondence to Awards
Committee, The Institute of Navigation,
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, Manassas,
VA 20109, phone: 703-366-2723; fax:
703-366-2724; e-mail: mlewis@ion.org.

Nominations for ION fellows may be
submitted by currently active Institute
of Navigation members. All
nominations must conform to ION
nomination guidelines as outlined on
the nomination form. Nominations
must include a brief biography and
proposed citation.
Details of the nomination process
and forms are available at www.ion.org.
Nominations must be received by
October 15 to qualify.
Election to Fellow membership
recognizes the distinguished
contribution of ION members to
the advancement of the technology,
management, practice and teaching
of the arts and sciences of navigation,
and/or for lifetime contributions to
the Institute.
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Former members of the ION who
are not currently active members of the
organization may be elected to nonvoting Fellow membership. Election
to Honorary Fellow membership
is authorized for non-members of
The Institute of Navigation who are
qualified by their accomplishments
for recognition as a non-voting Fellow
member. Members of other national
institutes of navigation are also
considered in this category.
Kindly address any correspondence
to Fellow Selection Committee,
The Institute of Navigation,
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360,
Manassas, VA 20109, fax: 703-366-2724,
e-mail: mlewis@ion.org.
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from the ion historian, Marvin May

Life cycle of a robust technology

Ring Laser Gyro Inertial Navigation
T

his is the first of three articles that will
Parental Romance
the late 1950s through the 1960s. As mechani(1959-1962)
explore the prevalent inertial navigation
cal gyroscopes continued to improve, inertial
In 1959, inertial navigation was only about
system found aboard U.S. and NATO surface
navigation became even more important to
five years old, and lasers had yet to be
ships and submarines: the Ring Laser Gyro
military missions that required autonomy and
demonstrated. No wonder that the concept
Navigator.
invulnerability.
of counter-rotating
One may draw close and
By 1960, mechanical gyroscopes such as
beams of light to
symbolic parallels between the
the fluid floated gyroscope and the electrically
measure rotation
human life cycle and the history
suspended gyroscope were achieving drift rate
rate had not been
of an accurate inertial navigation
errors approaching 0.001 degree/hour, and
explored further,
system, that is, a series of complex
researchers tried to meet the demand for ever
although French
and diverse events that generally
more reliable, shock resistant, and readily massphysicist Georges
unfold over many decades.
produced gyroscopes.
Sagnac speculated
Over the course of three arRadar and quantum electronics discoveries
in 1914 that his
ticles, I’ll focus on the Ring Laser
led to the demonstration of the laser in 1961.
laboratory demGyro Navigator, often referred to as
Teams of scientists at Bunker-Ramo-Woolridge,
onstration might
the MK 49 Ship’s Inertial NavigaBell Laboratories, Kollsman Instruments, Sperry
eventually be used
tion System or as the WSN-7/7A by
Rand and other iconic American companies used
to measure anguthe United States Navy. Its concept,
lasers as the light source for experiments replilar rotation aboard
discovery, formulation, challenges,
cating Sagnac’s counter rotating beam concepts.
First successful all-inertial navigator, 1954. ships.
applications, and implementaThis “Sagnac
tion for avionics and maritime
Conception and Gestation
effect” is fundamental to the operation of
(1963-1964)
applications will be told using the following
optical gyroscopes, although the physicist’s
The Sperry Gyroscope company, already a leader
stages of a human being’s development as a
interpretation of the result as a proof of
in gyrocompasses and inertial navigation systems
baseline:
the existence of ether was in direct conflict
employing mechanical gyroscopes, initially
I.	(1959-1962) Parental Romance: The
with
Albert
Einstein’s
child is a twinkle in the parents’ eyes.
relativistic theories.
II.	(1963-1965) Conception and GestaFurther laboratory extion: The excitement of a new creation.
periments during the
III.	(1966-1970) Toddler: Toying around
next 40 years clarified
with potential applications.
for most scientists
IV.	(1971-1976)Teenager: Rebellious
that the Sagnac effect
challenges to establish a foothold.
is a consequence of
Einstein’s general
V.	(1977-1988) Young Adult: Refining life
relativity theory. Nevskills.
ertheless, alternate
VI.	(1989-1996) Mature Adult: Accepexplanations of the
tance within the community.
phenomenon exist to
VII.	(1997-2015) Middle Age: Expansion
this day.
and appreciation of contributions.
The space race and
VIII.	(2016-?) Old Age: Sustainment issues
the Cold War spurred
and obsolescence.
major technological
Poster for submarine inertial navigation systems from the 1950s and 1960s.
innovation during
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demonstrated a laser gyroscope in January
1963. Led by Warren Macek, the Sperry team
constructed a device consisting of four heliumneon lasers that were modified from the original lasers to radiate light from both ends.
The four lasers were arranged in a onemeter-square configuration with specially
coated mirrors at the corners of the square
to reflect the beams around the square. By
having one of the mirrors only partially coated,
both the clockwise rotating beam and counterclockwise rotating beam’s frequencies could
be compared.
When the beams were not rotating, the
clockwise and counterclockwise path lengths
were identical, yielding identical resonant frequencies for both waves. If rotated clockwise
with respect to inertial space, the clockwise beam achieved resonance at a higher
frequency than the counterclockwise beam.
When the two beams were optically combined,
a beat frequency could be measured, which
was proportional to the angular rate.
The Sperry team published their research
results soon thereafter, predicting, “The
principle demonstrated in this experiment may
be utilized for rotation rate measurement with
high sensitivity over an extremely wide range
of angular velocities. Such sensors would be
self-contained, requiring no external references.”
Perhaps of most significance to the ring
laser gyroscope (RLG) was the willingness of
early developers to nurture the technology by
publishing results of their early experiments.

Toddler
(1966-1970)
During these early days of laser technology,
RLG’s had drift rates of tens of degrees/hour
The early embodiments of the RLG were a far
cry from practical instruments, as mechanical gyroscopes were then achieving drift rate
errors of less than 0.01 degrees/hour.
The RLGs were too large. Theory dictated
that the fundamental limit of optical gyroscopes was caused by drift white noise due
to spontaneous emission of photons. The
magnitude of this drift white noise is inversely
proportional to the cavity path length, and
therefore to the size of the gyroscope.
Furthermore, the phenomena of “lock-in,”
in which counter-rotating beams have a tendency to pull each other’s frequencies toward
ION Newsletter

convergence at low rotation rates resulting
in null output below a certain threshold of
angular rate, posed a seemingly intransigent
problem.
Despite these difficulties, the late 1960s
nurtured the young technology. The Air Force
Systems Command, Naval Air Systems Command, and Army Missile Command pushed
research efforts by giant defense companies
such as Sperry Rand, Kearfott, Autonetics, and Honeywell to turn RLG into robust
autonomous inertial navigation systems for the
American military.

Teenager
(1971-1976)
During the 1970s researchers, particularly at
Honeywell, elevated RLG technology from an
experimental curiosity to a refined apparatus
through an engineering culture that experimented with boundaries, challenged authority,

ION museum rlg2.jpg: Very large ring laser gyroscope,
Honeywell 1980s.

and championed idealistic thinking —
just like teenagers.
These attributes were most closely
aligned with the engineering culture
at Honeywell, which was already a significant player in the military avionics
inertial navigation market. The company had developed the H-386 family
of inertial navigation systems populated
with GG 159 single-degree-of-freedom,
mechanical gas-bearing rate-integrated
gyroscopes.
Honeywell researchers had also
capitalized on Arnold Nordicek’s 1959
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invention of the electrostatically suspended
gyroscope and their SPIN-GEANS inertial navigator had captured a share of the high accuracy
strategic bomber market.
Despite these penetrations into inertial
navigation, competition from Sperry, Kearfott,
Litton, Delco, and Autonetics threatened to turn
Honeywell into an also-ran in the potentially
lucrative market.
The RLG was being promoted as the ideal
gyroscope for a new generation of inertial
navigators, because it did not need mechanical
gimbals. These gimbals, a main driver for the
large size of early inertial navigators, were necessary to isolate the inertial sensors from high
angular rates and to provide an analog readout
of the platform’s roll, pitch, and heading. The
RLG’s scale factor linearity in the presence of
high angular rates and its shock resistance,
coupled with the advent of higher speed computers that enabled mathematical “gimbal-less”
calculations, catalyzed the
strapdown revolution.
Honeywell’s risk-taking
engineering and management team tackled a long
list of obstacles associated
with gyroscope bias drift
stability, particularly for
the envisioned strapdown
configuration.
Bias drift stability
encompasses many issues
including laser power
fluctuations, neon laser
“outgassing” flow, mirror
imperfections, mechanical
block instability, transducer
mirror tilt and output optics

Honeywell rlg 720x540.psd: Honeywell Ring Laser Gyros from
the 1990s.
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electronics noise. But no issue illustrates the
Honeywell attitude as well as their solution to
the zero-lock problem, in which the standing
wave gets stuck in a preferred phase and locks
the frequency of each beam to each other and
ceases responding to gradual rotation.
To overcome that, one has to mechanically or electro-optically rotate the gyroscope
so that it is effectively above the zero-lock
threshold rate a majority of the time. Most
approaches to solving the problem focused on
electro-optical techniques that would preserve
the RLG’s image as a completely non-mechanical device.
Most people thought that adding a mechanical moving component into the gyroscope
would make it unattractive and unreliable.
Defying this conventional wisdom, Honeywell
settled on a mechanical dithering motor that
superimposed random angular rates of several
hundred hertz. History has shown that not
only did the dithering motor solve the zero
lock issue but, in retrospect, proved to be a
remarkably reliable component of the RLG.
By late 1975, most of the key technical obstacles had been addressed by the Honeywell
engineers. At the Air Force’s Central Inertial
Guidance Test Facility at Holloman Air Force
base, laboratory and field testing of a Honeywell strapdown inertial navigation system
demonstrated the key performance level of a
nautical mile per hour radial position error
drift rate.
It was now time for the RLG-based inertial
navigation systems to mature into young adulthood by finding a job and earning a living.
Part II in the next issue of the newsletter
will continue the story of RLG’s evolution.
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Virtual Archeology continued from page 1
In the course of his nearly 40 years of teaching Roman topography classes, IU Bloomington
School of Informatics and Computing professor
Bernie Frischer had always informed students
of that prevailing theory. But in an announcement made last December at the Vatican’s
Pontifical Archaeological Academy in Rome,
Frischer provided another explanation for the
original placement of the two landmarks.
“What’s important is not the shadow of the
obelisk, but the sun’s disk seen over the center of the top of the obelisk from a position
on the Via Flaminia in front of the Ara Pacis,”
Frischer said, discussing the results of research
funded by the National Science Foundation. New
computer simulations now show that German
scholar Edmund Buchner’s longstanding theory
that the shadow of the obelisk hit the center of
the facade of the Ara Pacis was wrong.

Re-visioning History

“And the most lavish new temple Augustus built,
the Temple of Palatine Apollo, was dedicated to
his patron god and built right next to Augustus’
own home.

More Than a Computer Game
“So the new date of the alignment, October 9, is
actually what we know to be the annual birthday
festival of the Temple of Palatine Apollo,” he
said. “No other date on the Roman religious calendar would have been as appropriate as this.”
While Fillwalk and the IDIA Lab at Ball State
created one interactive model that runs in the
game engine Unity, IU School of Informatics
research scientist Matthew Brennan employed
AutoCAD and 3-D Studio Max, computer-aided
design software, to create a photorealistic
model. From this model, the team generated images and video clips illustrative of the
research. Frischer then sought independent
confirmation of the findings from Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory astrophysicist
David Dearborn.
“He ran independent tests of our solar alignments, using different software and methods,
and his conclusions confirmed what we had
found, giving us added confidence that our discovery is correct,” Frischer said.
“Empiricism, that sense of direct observation
of nature through the senses, in some cases
has had to give way to thought experiments and
likewise, to computer simulations, as objects
of study recede beyond our innate sensory
apparatus in time, space and scale,” he said. “I
call it ‘simpiricism,’ where we create computer
simulations to bring our object back within the
ken of the natural senses so it can be observed
again, in a way analogous to what was done in
the time of classic empiricism.” 

GPS coordinates, known dimensions of the
structures, and additional bibliographical
sources were used to create 3-D models of the
Ara Pacis, the meridian, and the obelisk, all of
which would have been located at the 490-acre
site then known as the Campus Martius. Frischer said his Rome-based research assistant,
Ismini Miliaresis, conducted critical research
on the meridian line location, and independent
scholar and professional meridian designer
and engineer Paolo Albèri Auber conducted the
refined work on the obelisk’s original size.
The researchers used NASA’s Horizons System, which gives the position of objects in the
solar system in the sky at any time in history as
seen from any spot on earth. Along with surveys
of the location of the sundial’s original meridian
line and the exact
height of the obelisk, Frischer and a
team that included
John Fillwalk,
director of the
Institute for Digital
Intermedia Arts at
Ball State University, determined the
sun’s placement at
the top of the obelisk occurred on
October 9.
“Inscriptions
on the obelisk
show that Augustus
explicitly dedicated the obelisk
to his favorite deity,
Apollo, the Sun
Virtual simulation image of the sun atop the obelisk with the Altar of Peace in the foreground.
god,” Frischer said.
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Launches Back on
System Providers’
Agenda
Global Positioning System
One of the peculiarities of the U.S. federal
budgetary process is the dual-track legislation
that on the one hand “authorizes” a funding
level for programs while on the other it actually
“appropriates” the money to pay for them.
So, the allocation of funds for programs
often falls short of the amount authorized. That
occurred again this year with the GPS program
budget.

December 17 marked the 40th anniversary of a key
decision that launched the GPS program. On that
date in 1973, the Defense System Acquisition and
Review Council (DSARC) approved development
of what is now known as the NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System, marking the start of concept
validation (Phase I of the GPS program). Col. Bradford Parkinson, who subsequently became the first
director of the GPS Joint Program Office, submitted
a proposal that combined design concepts from Air
Force, Navy, and Army satellite navigation programs.
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Public Law 113-66, known legislatively as
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 (FY14) and signed by President
Obama on December 26, authorizes $1.276
billion for the Air Force’s GPS program. The
act provides “policy and funding guidance.” It
does not expend funds from the U.S. Treasury.
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2014
(Public Law 113-76) signed by the president
on January 17 limits spending to $1.2086 billion — a difference of $674 million and $67
million below the amount requested by the
White House.
Only funds for buying GPS Block IIF satellites
survived at the level of the presidential request
— $55.997 million. Appropriations for other
GPS line items in were $450.598 million for
procurement of GPS Block III satellites ($27
million below request), $201.276 million for
GPS Block III development ($20 million below
request), and $373.5 million for the nextgeneration control segment (OCX), $10 million
below requested level.
According to a news report from the National Coordination Office (NCO) for Space-Based
Positioning, Navigation, and Time (PNT), a
joint explanatory statement for the final version
of the appropriations bill includes the following
notes on the GPS program cuts:
  • GPS III procurement: “Eliminating program management growth”
   • GPS III advance procurement: “SV9+
ahead of need”
   • GPS III development: “Ahead of need”
   • MGUE development: “Management services
excess growth.”
The appropriations measure also provides
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) with
$6 million designated for civil GPS upgrades
and $84 million for the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS). These totals are, respectively, $14 million and $25 million below the
requested amounts.
The fifth GPS Block IIF satellite is scheduled
for launch from Cape Canaveral on February
20 after concerns regarding a 2012 launch
anomaly led the Air Force to scrub a planned
launch last fall. A Delta IV M+ will carry the
spacecraft into orbit.
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Additional GPS IIF launches this year are tentatively set for May (Delta IV M+) and July (Atlas
V rocket). The last GPS launch (GPS IIF-4) took
place on May 13, 2013.
Meanwhile, Lockheed Martin has reported the
successful powering of the second GPS Block III
satellite payload at its Denver-area processing
facility. On December 19, engineers turned on
power to the bus and network communications
equipment payload of the GPS II Space Vehicle
2 (SV-02).
The production milestone demonstrates the
satellite’s mechanical integration, validates its
interfaces, and leads the way for electrical and
integrated hardware-software testing, according
to Lockheed Martin.
The company is currently under contract for
production of the first six GPS III satellites (SV
01-06), with the first four funded under the
original contract and the fifth and sixth recently
fully funded by an exercised Air Force option on
December 13. Lockheed Martin had previously
received advanced procurement funding for
long-lead components for the fifth, sixth, seventh
and eighth satellites (SV 05-08).
The Defense authorization measure also
requires congressional notification of any suspected foreign disruption of national security
space capabilities (such as GPS). The legislation
also limits the construction of navigation satellite monitoring stations controlled by foreign
governments within U.S. territory, such as a proposal for installing GLONASS reference sites.
Under the new law, such construction
requires national security certification that the
stations cannot be used to gather intelligence or
improve foreign weapons systems. The provision
includes a detailed certification waiver process
and a five-year sunset clause.
According to the joint explanatory statement
accompanying the bill, the Senate and House “do
not intend this provision to affect general private
or scientific cooperation with other parties.”

BeiDou
At a news media conference in Beijing on
December 27 marking the first anniversary of
the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS)
Winter 2013-2014

declaration of full operational capability (FOC)
for its regional service, officials reported on the
current performance of China’s GNSS system.
The BDS program also released two new
technical documents, including an updated
interface control document (ICD) that
describes the second civil signal, B2I, and a
“BDS Open Service Performance Standard (version 1.0).”
The press conference featured Ran Chengqi,
director of the China Satellite Navigation Office;
Liu Qixu, director of the China Satellite Navigation Application Management Office; and Su Jie,
vice-director of the comprehensive transportation planning department in the China Ministry
of Transport.
Ran described BDS performance over the
past year as stable and continuous, with “performance values . . . steady and rising.”
According to the monitoring and assessment of BeiDou services in the Asia-Pacific
region during the past year, Ran said system
performance meets with designed specification of 10-meter positioning accuracy, while in
some areas, the performance is better than the
designed specification.
When fully deployed, the constellation
of BDS will consist of 5 geostationary Earth
orbit (GEO) satellites, 27 Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) satellites, and 3 inclined geosynchronous satellite orbit (IGSO) satellites. The current operational constellation is made up of
are five GEO, four MEO, and five IGSO BeiDou
spacecraft.
Like the B1I signal centered at 1561.098
MHz, the B2I signal at 1207.140MHz is modulated by quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK).
BeiDou satellites transmit two different navigation messages, depending on the type of spacecraft. The BeiDou MEO/IGSOs transmit the D1
NAV message and its GEO satellites, D2. The
D1 message contains fundamental navigation
information such as the almanac data for all
satellites as well as the time offsets from other
GNSS systems, while the D2 NAV message contains both the basic NAV information as well as
augmentation service data (BDS integrity, differential, and ionospheric grid information).
The different messages reflect the fact that
BDS has a satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) built into its fundamental design,
unlike other SBASs such as the U.S. Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS) and the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS), which are operated as separate
infrastructures by other organizations, the Federal Aviation Administration and the European
Satellite Services Provider (ESSP), respectively.
The second document, the BDS Performance Standard, codifies and “enhanced and
enriched” open service performance specificaION Newsletter

tions published in 2012 “in accordance with
international common practices” and “to meet
with requirements for BDS to join international
organizations, such as ICAO and IMO,” Ran
said.
The document provides detailed descriptions
for the overall BDS structure, signal-in-space
characteristics, and performance specifications, and system performance characteristics
and specifications.
China says it will launch flight-test versions
of next-generation BeiDou satellites this year.

chipsets or receivers and, most importantly, the
delivery at long last of real services.
In December, the EU Council approved the
budget at a ministerial meeting, the final step
remaining before the budget could enter into
force, and the cash started flowing on January 1.
The Council also adopted the European
Union’s next program for research and innovation. Dubbed “Horizon 2020” (H2020), the
program features a strong focus on securing
Europe’s global competitiveness and has a total
budget of more than 70 billion for 2014-2020.
Some of the H2020 money will go toward
the
development of applications for use with
Galileo
EGNOS and Galileo early services. In December,
Approval by the European Parliament of the
the Commission issued an initial call for GNSS
new 2014-2020 European Union (EU) budget
application proposals under Horizon 2020.
last November was widely seen as a step in the
The call, managed by the GSA and
right direction for the 28-nation union, after
announced on December 11, includes 38
more than a year of sometimes bitter monetary
million for new European GNSS applications,
wrangling.
including SME-based applications, applications
The Parliament quickly followed the move
developed through international cooperative
by voting to approve the financing and goverinitiatives, and awareness raising and promonance of Europe’s satellite navigation program
tional activities within and outside the EU. This
over the same period.The Galileo program,
funding is in addition to the 7 billion allocated
including the EGNOS augmentation system,
under the Galileo budget proper.
will receive EU funding to the tune of about 7
In another key development, the European
billion (US$9.55 billion) over the next seven
Space Agency announced in December that it
years. The budget is broken down into specific
had carried out a successful thermal-vacuum
project segments, presumably making it easier
chamber test of the first new full operational
to limit costs and manage funding.
capability (FOC) Galileo satellite.
The GNSS money will be used for the
Those who have been following the story
completion of the satellite navigation infrawill remember the 4.5 meter-diameter Phenix
structure, operations, necessary replenishment
chamber at ESA’s ESTEC Test Center in the
and replacement activities, development of
Netherlands was implicated in last autumn’s
fundamental elements such as Galileo-enabled
delay that saw the next
Galileo satellite launch
pushed astoundingly
into the middle of
2014.
A second FOC
Galileo satellite, ESA
says, has also been
undergoing tests to
reproduce the physical
shock of separation
from its launcher.
Thermal-vacuum testing of this second
model will begin early
this year. ESA says subsequent satellites will
only require “accepThe first Galileo Full Operational Capability satellite seen emerging on 29 Novemtance testing” to check
ber 2013 from the Phenix test chamber after five weeks of thermal–vacuum testing.
their workmanship,
The testing, simulating space environmental conditions, took place at the ESTEC Test
as opposed to the
Center in Noordwijk, the Netherlands, Europe’s largest spacecraft testing facility. This
full-scale “validation
foreshortened view of Galileo highlights the thrusters on the top of the satellite as
testing” of the satellite
well as its main navigation antenna, covered with silver-colored multilayer-insulation.
design.
Beside the navigation antenna is a gridded laser retroreflector, upon which a laser
The two satellites
can be shone from Earth to measure Galileo satellites’ precise positions in orbit. ESA
in question are to be
photo by Anneke Le Floc’h.
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launched together on a Soyuz rocket from
Europe’s Spaceport in French Guyana. A news
announcement released from ESA on January
16 said that six FOC satellites would be put
into orbit this year, providing Galileo early
services around the end of 2014.
The first two satellites would be launched in
the first half 2014 and the following four satellites, in the second half of the year.

GLONASS
After a lengthy hiatus in launches caused by
problems involving its Proton rockets, Russia
plans to launch four more satellites for the
Global Navigation Satellite System GLONASS in
July and December 2014.
Three GLONASS satellites are scheduled
to be launched on board a Proton carrier
rocket in July from the Baikonur space center
in Kazakhstan and another one is planned to
be launched in December from the Plesetsk
space center north of Moscow.
In light of objections from Congress, the
CIA, and Defense Department, a proposal to
place GLONASS monitoring stations on U.S.
soil may lead Russia to try to use satellite data
gathered by the International GNSS Service
(IGS) to improve operations.
“The Russian proposal for GLONASS monitoring stations was originally viewed favorably by
NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration,
which were interested in acting as hosts,” Ken
Hodgkins, director of the State Department’s
Office of Space and Advanced Technology told
the National Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) Advisory Board during
their December 5 meeting in Washington.
Russia has sought to deploy monitoring
stations abroad for some time. In addition to
14 GLONASS monitoring stations in Russia,
sites have been established at the University
of Brazilia in Brazil and Antarctica at Russia’s
Bellingshausen station, according to Russian
officials. Additional foreign GLONASS monitoring stations will roll out soon, including
additional sites in Brazil, and Antarctica, as
well as Australia, Cuba, Indonesia, Spain, and
Vietnam.
The United States was one of some 30
countries approached by the Russians to host
monitoring stations, said Hodgkins. Australia
was among those asked to provide sites for
monitoring stations, said Matt Higgins, who
represents the Australian-based International
GNSS Society on the board. His country’s officials, he said, also have had problems obtaining a written signal standard.
“It has been difficult to get a written
description of exactly what is required,” said
Higgins. Higgins added that Australia would
like to see a standard for monitoring systems
ION Newsletter

developed by the ICG and then used to build
common stations for use by multiple systems.
“It would be much better to have shared
stations,” he said, with an internationally
agreed to format.

CALENDAR
MAY 2014

GAGAN
India’s Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) provisionally certified the nation’s
Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS)
— the GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation
(GAGAN) system — to RNP0.1 (Required Navigation Performance, 0.1 Nautical Mile) service
level on December 30.
The certification will enable aircraft fitted
with SBAS equipment to use the GAGAN signal
in space for en-route navigation and nonprecision approaches without vertical guidance
over Indian air space. India is the fourth country to offer safety of life, space-based satellite
navigation services to the global aviation sector.
The availability of GAGAN signals in space will
bridge the gap between the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)
and Japan’s MTSAT-based Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS) coverage areas, thereby
contributing to seamless navigation across the
regions.
The GAGAN infrastructure includes 15 reference stations, three uplink stations, mission
control centers, navigation payloads on two
geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) transmitting
GPS corrections in C and L bands, and associated software and communication links.
GAGAN’s service area includes India, the Bay
of Bengal, South East Asia and the Middle East
expanding up to Africa.
The GAGAN System, jointly developed by the
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
and Airports Authority of India (AAI) is scheduled for additional enhancement in the days
to come, including the APV1/1.5 level of certification in the near future to offer precision
approach services over the Indian land mass.
The GAGAN signal is being broadcast through
its GSAT8 and GSAT10 GEOs, covering the entire
Indian Flight Information Region (FIR) and
beyond. An on-orbit spare GAGAN transponder
will be flown on GSAT-15. 

5-8: IEEE/ION PLANS 2014,
Hyatt Regency Monterey Hotel &
Spa, Monterey, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/plans

JUNE 2014
16-19: JNC 2014, Renaissance
Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando,
Florida
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/jnc

SEPTEMBER 2014
8-12: ION GNSS+ 2014, Tampa
Convention Center, Tampa, Florida
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/gnss

DECEMBER 2014
1-4: ION Precise Time and Time
Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2014,
The Seaport Hotel, Boston,
Massachusetts
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/ptti

JANUARY 2015
26-28: ION International
Technical Meeting (ITM) 2015,
Marriott Laguna Cliffs Hotel,
Dana Point, California
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org

APRIL 2015
20-23: ION Pacific PNT 2015,
Marriott Waikiki Beach Resort &
Spa, Honolulu, Hawaii
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org
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Miami University Prevails in Fourth Effort

Cruel Weather Can’t Deter
the 4th Annual Autonomous
Snowplow Competition
E

ight teams converged upon St. Paul, Minnesota, January 23–26, 2014 to compete in the
Fourth Annual Autonomous Snowplow Competition, which is organized by the Institute of Navigation North Star Section. Under authentic snowplow
conditions — including subzero wind chill from
blizzard-level arctic blasts — Miami University
(Ohio), which has placed second the last three
years, took home the first place prize: the Golden
Snow Globe trophy and a cash award of $7,000.
Other teams competing this year in addition to
Miami University came from Dunwoody College of
Technology, Case Western Reserve University, as
well as newcomers North Dakota State University,
Iowa State University Robotics Club and three
teams from the University of Michigan – Dearborn.
On the snowfield course this year teams were
challenged with new obstacles as well as a new
“triple I” snow course, that simulated a driveway
and required the teams to develop more complex
plowing strategies.
But an unexpectedly strong factor this year
was extreme weather, which saw temperatures

and wind chills in the range of -10° to -17°
F, with winds whipping through area at such
strength that one of the event tents was torn off
its concrete support weights and its metal legs
sheared beyond repair. Computer batteries froze,
commercial-grade electronics failed, navigational
waypoints blew over, and surfaces were slippery;
all of which added another level of complexity
to each team’s run. The engineering ingenuity
that developed as teams worked to combat the
extreme conditions added a new level of interest
to the event. Iowa State University Robotics Club,
with their Raspberry Pi mini-computer suffering
from freezing, used a wool glove filled with an
activated hand warmer on top of the unit to keep
it operational.
The fourth Snowplow Competition’s four-day
event, which ran in conjunction with the Saint
Paul Winter Carnival in Minnesota, began on
Thursday, January 23. That evening each team
presented their vehicle design to a panel of judges
comprised of professional engineers from event
sponsors Honeywell, ASTER Labs, Alliant Tech
Systems, Optum, The Toro Company, John Deere,
US Bank, Nuts and Volts and Servo Magazines at
the Science Museum of Minnesota in Saint Paul.
Jenny Edstrom, member and former president
of the Minnesota Chapter of the Achievement
Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) Foundation
was the emcee for the evening.
On Friday, January 24, the teams were required to attend the final qualifying review, where
their vehicle went through stringent testing and
verification to ensure compliance with all competition requirements. Several teams initially failed
their review, specifically safety requirements, but
were able to revise their vehicles to later become
1 st place winner from Miami University (Ohio)
qualified.
completes a leg of the competition path.
Saturday and
Sunday,
January
25 & 26,
were the
dynamic
competition days,
where
teams were
judged on
Eight teams gather for the 4th Annual ION Autonomous Snowplow Competition.
ION Newsletter
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2014 ION AUTONOMOUS
SNOWPLOW COMPETITION
WINNERS
FIRST PLACE
Miami University (Ohio)

SECOND PLACE
University of Michigan –
Dearborn – Team Yeti 4.0

THIRD PLACE
University of Michigan –
Dearborn Team Geili 3.0
BEST STUDENT PRESENTATION
Miami University
BEST STUDENT REPORT
Miami University
SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Iowa State Robotics Club
PARTICIPANTS
Case Western Reserve University
Dunwoody College of Technology
Iowa State University Robotics Club
Miami University (Ohio)
North Dakota State University
University of Michigan – Dearborn
(three teams)
how quickly and accurately their machine cleared a
designated snowfield.
Two types of snow paths were laid out for the
teams to clear. The first was a straight “I” field,
designed to represent a straight sidewalk when
plowing and similar to the field used in all the past
three competition years.
The second path was a triple “I” field, which
was to represent a space similar to a single car
garage driveway which required the teams to
strategize how they were going to clear the space
in the fastest possible way. The snow depth varied
between 5 and 10 centimeters.
Teams were awarded extra points based upon
how fast they completed their dynamic runs. The
“garage” zone was implemented again this year,
and teams started from this area and gained points
if they successfully returned to this “garage” at the
end of their run.
Winter 2013-2014

2nd place winner (team Yeti 4.0) from the University of
Michigan – Dearborn is ready to roll.

Three potential penalties were assessed
during a run: one for an outer boundary
zone infraction if the boundary zone line was
crossed, one for declaring a restart (when
teams chose to stop a run and restart from the
starting zone), and one for hitting or moving
the post obstacle placed within the course on
the “triple I” field.
The navigation systems and vehicle design
approaches were unique to each team. Several
teams used laser navigation sensors; others
used wheel encoders and inertial measurement units, and a couple used image processing of the local visual field. Two teams used a
Differential GPS system, and this caused them
to take a long time surveying the field, partly
due to the limited sky visibility in the downtown
urban area.
Several different snowplow blade designs
were used. Several teams used a single blade, set
at an angle to the vehicle, similar to a snowplow
truck on a highway. Using a single blade would
require multiple passes along the snow path to
remove all the snow, or a large enough blade to
cover the 1-m path. Some teams this year used a
V-shaped blade, which conceivably would allow
a single path if the center of the blade was kept
exactly down the center of the path.
The total scoring for each team was based
upon several factors throughout the competition:
Preliminary Design Review Presentation - 5%;
Final Presentation - 10%; Final Report - 10%;
Single “I” Shaped Field (one 20 min. run) 25%, and Triple “I” Shaped Field (one 20 min.
run) - 50%.
We had our first potentially serious issues
this year, which thankfully ended without
anyone getting hurt or vehicles damaged. There
were two electrical “fires” on vehicles (one Friday, and one Saturday). These were essentially
shorted wires that smoked when improperly
connected to powered wires. Both vehicles had
these wires replaced and competed well in the
competition. Since our first competition, we
have implemented two safety mechanisms on
ION Newsletter

each vehicle, and these proved very important
when one vehicle during its competition run
rolled on through the official snowfield boundary and towards our videographer seated on the
ground filming its action. As instructed, one of
our Safety Officers (past competitor Samantha
Craig from Ohio University) heroically leaped to
push the mechanical physical safety stop when
the remote safety stop did not function properly
due to an improperly placed antenna. Again,
fortunately no one was hurt, and our requirement
for competitor and spectator safety proved to be
well worth the effort placed upon the teams.
The first place winning entry was the Redblade snowplow created by Miami University.
The team was comprised of students Robert
Cole, Richard Marcus, and James Morton with
advisors Dr. Jade Morton and Dr. Peter Jamieson.
The four-wheeled robot, with each wheel operated by independent motors, used a differential
GPS system, SICK Lidar system, IMU, and wheel
encoders. Their strategy was to use an angled
snowblade and make several passes after their
vehicle has precisely surveyed the overall snowfield and path using the navigation beacons. This
strategy worked quite well, as the nearly cleared
a full 100 percent of both the “single I” and
“triple I” fields.
Second place went to Team Yeti 4.0, one
of the teams from the University of Michigan
– Dearborn, who took home $4,000 and the
Silver Snow Globe trophy. Team Yeti 4.0 included
students Abdul Aziz Abuzir, Wessam Haddad, Erik
Aitken, Melissa Schwager, Angelo Bertani, Zach
DeGeorge with advisor Dr. Nattu Natarajan.
Team Geili 3.0, also from University of
Michigan – Dearborn took home third place and
included Chinese exchange students Changlin Li,
Yasen Hu, Yuan Ma, Zexi Shen, Mofei Liu, Xiangxue Zhao, Binhong Fu and faculty advisor Dr. Nattu
Natarajan. The third place prize included $2,000
and the Bronze Snow Globe trophy.
One proof positive that competitions like this
are beneficial to both the sponsors and participants: The University of Michigan – Dearborn,
a competitor for the past three years has had
an explosion of exchange students from China
applying to their university, largely due to its
participation in this event. The fervor began in
2011, with the lone Chinese exchange student on
the team blogging on what a valuable experience
the event was to him. Inspired by his experience, in 2012 the University had a second team
comprised of Chinese exchange students who
also blogged about their participation. Just as
they did in 2013, well over 60 exchange students
have come to Michigan University to take part in
the 2014 event!
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Thank You to Our
Competition Sponsors:

This competition event benefits its sponsors
as well. These companies can easily tap into the
pool of emerging, highly qualified engineering
talent that takes part in the competition — with
all sponsors receiving the resumes of each
competitor to help find the next generation of
engineering greats!
To learn more about the competition and
view videos, photos and information about the
2014 competition, please visit www.autosnowplow.com, or follow us on Facebook at
“Autonomous Snowplow Competition” and on
Twitter and Instagram at autosnowplow.
We have again been asked back by the St.
Paul Winter Carnival to participate in the event.
The dates have not yet been published, but will
most likely be sometime in the last two weeks
of January.
Once again, The Institute would like to
thank the competition organizers, ION North
Star Section, competition sponsors, and all the
volunteers whose hard work throughout the
year make this competition a success. 
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GNSS-Based Study Tries to Detect Whether
‘Dark Matter’ Weighs Down Earth

A

Now, based on measurements from
GNSS spacecraft, Ben Harris, an assistant professor in the Mechanical and
Aerospace engineering Department
at the University of Texas at Arlington, speculates that dark matter may
account for an apparent discrepancy
in the weight of the Earth.
In an oral presentation at the Fall
Meeting of the American Geophysical
Union (AGU) held during December
in San Francisco, California, Harris
described his use of GNSS measurements to determine whether dark
matter might be affecting the behavior
of the satellites.
Harris analyzed nine months of
data from the GLONASS, GPS, and
Galileo satellites, looking for differences between what the Earth’s pull
actually was compared to what it
was supposed to be. He calculated
that Earth’s mass came in at between
0.005 and 0.008 percent larger than
the generally figure proposed by the
NASA’s Wilkinson Microwave Anistropy Probe data calculates
that the contents of the universe include 4.6% atoms, 23%
International Astronomical Union
“dark matter,” and 72% “dark energy” that acts as a sort of
(IAU) in 1964.
an anti-gravity. NASA / WMAP Science Team graphs.
“The nice thing about GPS satellites
is that we know their orbits really,
Harris wasn’t looking for dark matter spereally well,” Harris said. Using GNSS
cifically,
but was trying to explain observations
measurements, he calculated Earth’s mass as
that
suggested
the Juno space probe NASA
“felt” by the orbiting satellites.
launched
in
August
seemed to be going faster
This mass discrepancy could
than
expected
during
a transit of the Earth to
be the influence of a ring of dark
gain
speed
for
its
flight
to Jupiter.
matter surrounding Earth, Harris
The
excess
velocity,
other
researchers sugspeculated. In explaining his meagested,
could
have
been
caused
by an unexsurements, he calculated that the
plained factor affecting Earth’s gravity.
invisible planetary dark matter halo
One possibility was that the IAU had underwould need to straddle the equator
estimated
the Earth’s mass — and therefore
and be 191 kilometers (119 miles)
its
gravitational
pull — in turn causing NASA
thick by 70,000 kilometers (43,500
scientists
to
underestimate
the speed that Juno
miles) wide.
would
gain
in
its
“slingshot”
turn around the
However, Harris only gave an
Earth.
oral report on his findings without
A 2008 analysis by Institute for Advanced
submitting a paper showing the
Study researcher Stephen Adler suggested
data and calculations, admitting
the reason for the anomaly could have been
that his calculations were prelimithat the density of dark matter around the
nary and incomplete.
Earth could be much higher than previously
Among other factors, he had not
assumed. 
yet calculated the effect of relativThis visualization of a gravity model was created with data from
ity on the orbits of the satellites or
NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and
produced by the University of Texas Center for Space Research.
accounted for the gravitational pull
of the sun and moon, he said.

preliminary study of the behavior of orbiting GNSS satellites suggests the Earth
might be heavier than thought, perhaps due
to a “halo” of dark matter, according to a U.S.
researcher.
As described in a Wikipedia article on
the subject, “dark matter is a type of matter
hypothesized in astronomy and cosmology
to account for a large part of the mass that
appears to be missing from the universe. Dark
matter cannot be seen directly with telescopes;
evidently it neither emits nor absorbs light or
other electromagnetic radiation at any significant level. . . . Instead, the existence and
properties of dark matter are inferred from its
gravitational effects on visible matter, radiation,
and the large-scale structure of the universe.”
Data from the on-going Planck mission
conducted by the European Space Agency with
NASA participation, suggests that dark matter
makes up 26.8 percent of the universe’s content today but comprised 63 percent 13.7 billion years ago. (See accompanying figure.)
The rest of the cosmic content is mostly
dark energy, a similarly mysterious, hypothetical form of energy that permeates all of space
and tends to accelerate the expansion of the
universe. In the words of Wikipedia, “[O]rdinary (baryonic) matter accounts for only 4.9%
of the mass-energy content of the observable
universe. . . .”
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DUE JUNE 30
Kepler Award
Nominations
The purpose of the Johannes Kepler Award
is to honor an individual for sustained and
significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. The winner
of this award will be determined by a
special nominating committee. The Kepler
Award is presented only when deemed
appropriate. All members of The Institute
of Navigation are eligible for nomination.
You are encouraged to submit the names
of individuals for consideration.
To submit a nomination, go to the ION
website at www.ion.org. Click on Awards,
scroll down, click on Kepler Award, then
click on the Awards form for complete
nomination instructions. Nominations
must be received by June 30. Nomination
packages may be sent to: Satellite Division
Awards Committee Chair, The Institute of
Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360,
Manassas, VA 20109.

DUE JUNE 30
Parkinson
Award
Nominations
Graduate students in GNSS technology,
applications, or policy who have
completed a single-author thesis or
dissertation and who are ION members
are eligible for this prestigious award and
$2,500 honorarium. Nominations are to be
submitted by a regular or research faculty
member of a college or university.
This award honors Dr. Bradford W.
Parkinson for establishing the U.S. Global
Positioning System and the Satellite
Division of The Institute of Navigation.
For application details and entry rules
go to www.ion.org. Nominations must be
received by June 30.
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NEW ION OFFICERS AND
COMMITTEE CHAIRS

A

t the conclusion of the ION 2014 International Technical Meeting (ITM) the following
newly elected ION officers took office:

President:
Ms. Patricia Doherty, Boston College
Executive Vice President:
Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska, The Ohio State
University
Treasurer:
Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University
Eastern Region Vice President:
Mr. Jan Anszperger, C.S. Draper Laboratory
Western Region Vice President:
Dr. Sherman Lo, Stanford University
Eastern Council Member-At-Large:
Dr. Jason Rife, Tufts University
Western Council Member-At-Large:
Mr. Neil Gerein, NovAtel Inc., Canada
Space Representative:
Ms. Megan Mitchell, Draper Laboratory
Air Representative:
Dr. Michael Meurer, German Aerospace Center,
Germany
Land Representative:
Mr. Logan Scott, Logan Scott Consulting
Marine Representative:
Mr. Dana Goward, Resilient Navigation & Timing

The following committee chairs were appointed:
Nominating Chair:
Dr. Todd Walter, Stanford University
Finance Chair:
Mr. John Clark, The Aerospace Corporation
Membership Chair:
Mr. Charles Bye, Honeywell
Fellow Selection Chair:
Dr. Pratap Misra, Tufts University
Technical Committee Chair:
Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska, The Ohio State
University
Publication Chair:
Prof. Boris Pervan, Illinois Institute of Technology
Meeting Chair:
Mr. Doug Taggart, Overlook Systems Technologies
Awards Chair:
Dr. Penny Axelrad, University of Colorado
Bylaws Committee Chair:
Dr. Gary McGraw, Rockwell Collins
Outreach Chair:
Dr. Mikel Miller, Air Force Research Laboratory

The Institute of Navigation is pleased to
welcome these new ION corporate members:
Masterclock

www.masterclock.com

Oceaneering International, Inc.
www.oceaneering.com

Resilient Navigation and Timing Foundation
www.RNTFND.org

Samsung Semiconductor, Inc.
www.samsung.com/global/business/semiconductor
For more information on corporate membership in The Institute of Navigation,
please contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-2723, ext 1004, or visit us at www.ion.org.
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Defense Matters

Leading Change – Have We Forgotten How?
Doug Taggart,
President, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.
At the end of calendar year 2013, two positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) events
occurred that inspired the title of this piece.
The first is a leadership failure: The pushback by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) on an Air Force initiative to add
navigation signals to the L2C and L5 GPS
signals provides a lesson in its missteps. See
<http://gpsworld.com/dot-disses-dods-gpschops/>.
The second is a leadership opportunity:
An unsolicited proposal was submitted to the
government’s PNT leadership by the Resilient
Navigation & Timing (RNT) Foundation for
a public-private partnership arrangement
through which eLoran could complement
and back up GPS use in U.S. critical infrastructure. See <http://www.insidegnss.com/
node/3853>.
In the first event, the departing Deputy
Secretary of Transportation, John Porcari,
signed a letter in late 2013 opposing the U.S.
Air Force’s announced plans to begin broadcasting Civil Navigation (CNAV) messages on
the GPS L2C and L5 signals as early as April
2014. In his letter, Mr. Porcari indicates the
DOT is concerned that implementing these
CNAV messages prior to the next-generation
GPS control segment (OCX) becoming
operational may adversely affect GPS-enabled
safety-of-life, protection of property, and economic security applications.
Certainly public safety is an important
factor to consider when rolling out new
capabilities associated with modernized GPS.
Unfortunately, DOT’s openly public pushback to the Air Force initiative serves more
to highlight interagency biases and increase
tensions than it does to effectively resolve
legitimate concerns.
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Looking back nearly 20 years to the deployment of GPS through initial and then full operational capability, a national strategy based on
GPS preeminence was well understood by the
interagency committee that contributed to the
Clinton administration’s Presidential Decision
Directive (NSTC-6). During those early years
of GPS growth, a sense of interagency camaraderie flourished as each Cabinet department
worked to contribute to the ultimate goal of
establishing GPS as the global PNT “gold standard.”
At that time, national policy was clear on
the responsibilities of each agency, and the
goals were well understood. Interagency
efforts and messages furthered progress.
Today, the interagency agenda often seems to
impede progress, with agency goals subsuming or obscuring national goals.
All that said, in the end I am confident that
actions now under way to address the DOT
concerns will ultimately lead to CNAV signals
being broadcast on L2C and L5. However, it is
unfortunate that what could have been showcased as a proactive and positive initiative to
field new GPS capabilities and further U.S.
national goals is now tarnished by this unnecessary public fray.

Another Chance to Lead
Not to worry, however. A second opportunity
has arisen to demonstrate unity in leadership
within the PNT community! That opportunity
resides in the RNT Foundation’s proposal for
a public-private-partnership (P3) to establish
eLoran as a domestic augmentation to GPS for
PNT-reliant critical infrastructure. See <http://
www.insidegnss.com/node/3769>. The RNT
Foundation’s proposal calls for the government to take immediate steps to halt the
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destruction of remaining U.S. Coast Guard
Loran-C sites and work through the P3 to
convert these sites into automated eLoran
stations.
Under this P3 model the RNT Foundation
proposes a revenue stream from eLoran
services, including high-priority, critical text
messages; GPS interference detection capability; and a highly accurate and stable timing service for precision users. The proposal
is founded on the premise that establishing
an eLoran system in the United States will
help protect U.S. critical infrastructure and
provide a new utility that entrepreneurs can
use to establish new businesses, products,
and services, thereby contributing to job
creation and economic growth.
This proposal also provides interagency
PNT leadership an opportunity to address
one of the currently un-met aspects of the
December 2004 U.S. Space-Based PNT
Policy. The policy states that the United
States is to “develop, acquire, operate, and
maintain backup position, navigation, and
timing capabilities that can support critical
transportation, homeland security, and other
critical civil and commercial infrastructure
applications within the United States, in the
event of a disruption of the Global Positioning System or other space-based positioning,
navigation, and timing services. . . .”
Therein lies the opportunity to lead.
Hopefully this time the focus will be on
national priorities and not only on agency
goals. The time is now. Efforts to demolish
the remaining domestic Loran-C towers are
well under way and nearing completion. Any
further delay will make this proposal that
much more expensive to implement.
It would be a positive step to see in the
government’s response to this opportunity
reflect the same sort of camaraderie and
focus on national PNT interests that were
evident two decades ago. 
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ION Member News and Notes
Section
News and
Notes
The
Northern
California
Section
The NorCal section had a meeting
on October 18. Dr. Keith Alter
(Ph.D. Aero/Astro ‘01) , alumnus
of the Stanford GPS laboratory,
from the Boeing Corporation
spoke about commercial airplane
testing at Boeing Flight Test,
with emphasis on the recent 787
and 747-8 flight test programs.
A high-level overview of testing
categories and crew roles were
discussed.

Dayton
SECTION NEWS
The Dayton Section
conducted a walking
tour of the National Museum of the
United States Air Force highlighting
navigation-related exhibits for their
September meeting. Dr. Grace Gao
(University of Illinois) was the guest
speaker for the October luncheon
meeting, followed by Paul Yost (YEI
Technology) in November. After a
break in December, Dr. Jim Garrison
(Purdue University) was the January
luncheon speaker. For the remainder of
the year the section anticipates a mix of
additional guest speaker luncheons and
site visits, prior to the annual banquet
in June.

Joint Navigation
Conference 2014

“Military Navigation
Technology: The
Foundation for
Military Ops”

June 16-19, 2014
Show Dates: June 17-18, 2014
Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld,
Orlando, Florida
Classified Session will be held June 19 at
Shades of Green on Walt Disney World Resort

Sponsored by
The Military Division of The Institute of Navigation

www.ion.org/jnc

Corporate Profile
CAST Navigation

Writing
Contest

CAST Navigation, a leading provider of GPS
simulators, supports navigation system
research, development, integration and testing at commercial and military laboratories
worldwide. We develop cutting-edge GNSS/
INS simulation systems with our staff of PhDs
who provide our customers with the latest
technology and most knowledgeable support.
CAST produces state of the art navigation test equipment for testing GNSS systems.
We offer a complete range of products to support commercial, military and government uses. We have demonstrated our performance over the years at many domestic
and foreign system integration laboratories.
Key relationships with Northrop Grumman, Honeywell, and Rockwell Collins allow
CAST to offer the most comprehensive hardware-in-the-loop solutions for simulating
GPS and inertial data for integrating Embedded GPS/INS (EGI) equipment.
With 25 years of industry experience and commitment to integrity and pride in what
we deliver, CAST provides GNSS/INS solutions that are unmatched in performance
and price.

www.castnav.com
ION Newsletter
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The Resilient Navigation and Timing Foundation announces its first annual student
writing contest. This year’s contest will
focus on countering the risk of intentional
disruption of GPS and other navigation
and timing satellite signals. Awards will
be presented in both the “Undergraduate”
and “Graduate” categories and consist of a
$500 honorarium, plaque, and publication
of the paper by the foundation. Submissions must be between 2,000 and 3,000
words and must be received no later than
midnight March 31st, 2014. Winners will
be announced no later than April 15th. For
more information go to: http://rntfnd.org/
get-involved/#writing
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Show Dates: May 6 – 7, 2014 • Technical Meeting: May 5 – 8, 2014 • Hyatt Regency, Monterey, California

Technical Tracks: INERTIAL SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY |

GNSS TECHNOLOGIES AND SYSTEMS | INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS OF SENSORS
AND TECHNOLOGY | SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

register Today!

www.plansconference.org

